
 

My name is Gael Domingues, I'm from Portugal and I’m a airsoft player. 

Punimiles is my Facebook page dedicated to Airsoft sniping, For tips, reviews, custom works, 
pictures, also information about Airsoft in general.  

I'm Happy because i already reach more than 6800 sub on Facebook and 6600 on instagram 

www.facebook.com/Punimiles  | www.instagram.com/punimiles 

In 2018 I was nominated at the top 5 of Popular airsfot worldwide contest ! 

As you know, customizing airsoft guns is expensive and upgrading the performance is also an 
expensive thing, but when you like it, you do it!  
I’m always advertising my friend and followers about brands and materials to buy and get the 
better experience possible.  

This is the reason of my contact.  
I'm not looking for a partnership for reviews on youtube like 99% of the players do, receiving 
products, uploading a video and the advertisement is done.  

I'm near the people who buy the products, we discuss ideas, we share opinions and i give them 
the solution for problems they may have, i give them other view of the product.  

That´s why the Portuguese community trust me.  

I’m looking, if possible, to know more about your company, establish a partnership with you, 
trying your products, talking about them, and share my experience in my networks and give to 
your company a good advertisement in the Portuguese market.  

 



The only thing that i ask from you is:  

- Product(s) you want to promote.  
- Promotional material.  
- Your logo to advise your company on social media  
- All the information necessary to talk about your company. 
- Other thing you may think are necessary.  

I can give your product a chance to be shared more and boost your sells almost for free...  

You will ask...but what we have to win? 

 If you agree, I will make several things:  
- Advertisement with your logo on my pages (Facebook & Instagram) ; 
- Direct link for the article you send me ; 
- I share your Facebook content, or your website link in a specific album; 
- I redirect for your page inquiries from customers; 
- When i take pictures with your products, you have always a mention ( link references) ; 
- My work is shared in groups with specific target audience of airsoft, always with your 
information; 
- Full review with detailed pictures 
- Other thing you may want i can do. 
- I provide you all the contacts from portuguese market. 
- This campain have a 3 month duration. 

 The full Upgrade and Custom of the Blaser R93 from King Arms was a SUCESS!  

I hope you can understand my request ! 

                                   

Regards, 
 
Gaël Domingues 
+351 916 596 715 
www.facebook.com/Punimiles 
www.instagram.com/Punimiles  
PORTUGAL 

 

 


